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RACE COXING: SELF-ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 
 

 
Race coxes should meet all the criteria listed below.  If you’re interested in race coxing please run 
through the criteria and, if all apply, just make it known that you’d like to try it in advance of a 
regatta. 

If you meet most of the criteria and want to increase your skills, or want more advice on what’s 
involved, please speak to one of our more experienced race coxes. 

 

RACE COXING 

Coxing experience, but not necessarily a Captain 

Awareness of the possible effects of wind and tide 

Familiar with commands to crew 

Familiar with launching and landing 

Ability to control the boat in close quarters (backing, spinning, holding position, shipping oars etc.) 

Practiced starts as a cox 

Practiced turns as a cox 

Read the SCRA Rules of Racing 

Read the SCRA Single Buoy Turning Guide 

Read the EACRC Coxes Guide 

Read the following EACRC Race Coxing Guide 

  

https://eacrc.wordpress.com/rowing/technique-and-commands/
https://eacrc.wordpress.com/coxing/race-coxing/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cPEgoxxbfKgV1YKSsts4buW2PVNejdGQi91PVC5YtZo/edit
http://scottishcoastalrowing.org/2015/07/02/single-buoy-turns-rules-and-etiquette-reminder/
https://eacrc.wordpress.com/coxing/coxes-guide-full/


RACE COXING 

Race coxing can be very exciting and rewarding.  One of the most enjoyable aspects of it is how varied it can be. 

Scottish Coastal Rowing is very diverse in terms of races and regattas: straight sprints, pursuits round a harbour, 

single buoy turns, long river races etc.  Different situations require different skills from a cox, and someone happy to 

cox a particular race may not be so keen in other circumstance, be that due to conditions, course, or familiarity with 

the crew.  However, for anyone interested in race coxing the following is intended as an introductory guide. 

In terms of what’s required for race coxing, the basics are: 

• Be alert to what’s around you: wind, tide, hazards, etc. 

• Be in control: direct your crew, keep them informed of what you want, make them comply. 

• Close control: be able to manoeuvre the boat in tight proximity. 

• Be alert to other boats in general and keep an eye on what they’re doing. 

• Be alert to boats slowing in front of you. 

• Read and understand the Turning Buoy rule. 

• Read and understand the Overtaking rule. 

• If oars clash, keep your rowers rowing and steer out of it. 

• Always comply with instructions from Race Officials. 

• Always put safety first. 

AWARENESS 

The single most important thing for a cox to have is awareness: to the crew, the wind, the tide, the sea state, where 

other boats are, what other boats are doing.   You need to keep checking things and looking for potential problems.  

You’ll see coxes that concentrate on their crew and only look straight-ahead: they have a tendency to collide with 

other boats. Also, breezily confident coxes tend to be bad coxes. A modicum of nervous anxiety is good thing, though 

it’s also good if you can mask that for the crew. 

CONTROL 

You’re the cox. You’re in charge of the boat. Crew members may have good reasons to speak: they may want a rate 

change, a call, they may’ve spotted something behind that you haven’t seen.  But you don’t want much talking in the 

boat, and you certainly don’t want any crew deciding for themselves what to do. You don’t have to be loud or 

talkative, but you need to be firm and clear. Tell them what you’re going to ask them to do in advance (if possible), 

and always try to give clear, concise instructions.  Just giving regular updates on timing/distance, or calls to 

concentrate on technique, can help a crew keep calm and focused.  The more they’re relaxed, the better they’ll row. 

LAUNCHING/LANDING 

Whether from a beach or a jetty, most regattas involve launching/landing in close proximity to several other boats. 

As a cox you need to be alert to what other boats are doing, the risks of collision or someone being clunked by an 

oar, and be quick to issue instructions to crew (“ship oars”, “hold water” etc.).  It’s also important to be polite: try 

not to get in another boats way or impede them.  We’ll almost always have a “beachmaster” on hand to assist or 

advise so there aren’t usually too many problems. 

START LINES 

Whilst there’s always a start line, the extent to which boats actually start on the line varies considerably, for a variety 

reasons.   

Firstly, the conditions can massively impact starts.  Wind and tide can play havoc with lining boats up on a line. 

Then there are the start lines themselves.  The fairest start line is probably a transit: two distant marks that, when 

aligned, places the cox exactly on the line.  However, coxes on a start line generally pay more attention to the boats 

around them than distant marks.  So if roughly level with the boat next to them they tend to disregard the transit.  A 

start umpire can be very useful in such circumstances but they’re not a certainty and start discipline tends to vary 



over the course of a regatta: in the early races there tends to be strict discipline and time taken to ensure a fair start, 

but by late afternoon and a slipping timetable, starts can get more random. 

Sometimes boats will be asked to line up between two marks/buoys.  There can be good reasons for this, but this 

has the same problems as a transit start but worse.  It’s much harder for a cox to line up between points on either 

side of them, so even greater reliance is put on being in line with adjacent boats. The result is often boats in a line of 

sorts, but not one that corresponds to the actual start line. Add to that that some races have allocated lanes, and 

others might be a free for all: the latter is a recipe for chaos. 

The easiest start line is to have individual starting buoys as at the World’s and Ullapool.  It can be all but impossible 

to keep a line of buoys straight given wind and tide, so it’s not always completely fair, but any unfairness is random 

and hopefully evens out.  The skill for the cox in these circumstances is to arrive exactly on the buoy so as to catch a 

line.  The other important skill is to remember to let go when the race starts. 

Regardless of the start line, an essential skill a cox needs is close boat control: backing, turning on the spot, holding 

position etc.  That requires clear instructions to the crew, and it requires constant re-appraising of what to do.  You 

can get to the line on time, holding you position whilst other boats are still to arrive, but eventually you’re no longer 

in position due to wind/tide, and you have to go round and come into position again.   That’s fine.  It can be 

impossible to remain in a static position for any length of time.  However, there are tactics to overcome such 

difficulties. 

Firstly, don’t get to the line too soon.  It’s much easier to hold off the start line by a few boat lengths until the race is 

about to start.  You’ve more room to manoeuvre, make sure you’re in the right lane etc.  Sometimes it’s an absolute 

necessity.  If the wind/tide is strong the only option may be to row into it, regardless of how that places you in 

relation to the start line, and only turn up at the last minute. 

It’s also good to check what the wind/tide is doing.  Conditions can change quite quickly but people aren’t always 

aware of that.  Wind is more obvious, tide less so, and sometimes tide can negate or overcome what the wind is 

doing.  So if you’ve the time before a start, stop the boat dead and see what happens to it: are you drifting, turning, 

staying more or less put? That can not only help coming to the start line but may help to decide what line to take 

during the race. 

The other thing to always bear in mind is that Scottish Coastal Rowing is an ever growing sport.  The boat next to you 

may be new in the water with a novice cox. So don’t assume they know what they’re doing, be defensive not 

aggressive, and also cut others some slack.  It can be frustrating if you’ve all been on the start line for 10 minutes and 

one last boat is finally on the line but facing the wrong way: be patient. 

One last thing: don’t go beyond the start line close to a start.  Drifting over the line and backing water is acceptable 

(though not ideal) but avoid being on the raceway preventing the start.  Umpires get annoyed by that sort of thing.   

Always be behind the start line with 2 or 3 minutes to go.  

RACING LINE 

If you’ve made it to the start line you need to decide where exactly you’re heading.  This is not always obvious.  You 

may have a turning buoy to head to or marks defining a finish line but, depending on the distance and weather 

conditions, they may not be visible.  If so you need an alternative target to head towards, most probably a mark on 

the landscape or horizon that corresponds to where you need to get to. That’s the kind of thing that’s raised at 

coxes’ briefings as local knowledge of the course is invaluable even if it’s just an indication of what to head for.  If 

you’re doing a “World’s” type course, where you’re returning more-or-less to your starting point, it can also be 

useful, once you’re in position on the start-line, to ask Bow what’s directly behind you as cox and take a look 

yourself.  Then you know what to head for once you’re round the turning buoy. 

Once you’ve established the point you’re trying to reach you then have to decide where to point the boat, because 

that may be different depending on wind/tide/currents.  If they’re strong you may have to aim well off from your 

intended destination, allowing them to assist rather than fighting against them.  That needs to be continually re-

assessed during a regatta, and discussion between coxes is vital: get advice from someone who’s coxed before you.  

Also bear in mind that your intended racing line might not be possible depending on what lines other boats take.     



STARTS 

The next challenge is the start itself.  These can be precise, they can be ragged.  It’s best to assume there won’t be 

much notice.  You need to have your rowers ready for a quick call, even while you might still need to be issuing 

instructions to maintain position (typically having bow row or back to keep the boat straight).  The start may be 

signalled by a call on the VHF, a hooter, a flag, or a combination of the three.   Wait for whatever signal there is then 

go.   

NOTE: VHFs are (almost) always required in races but they’re for communicating to coxes, not for coxes to 

communicate.  Don’t worry if you’re not familiar with VHFs.  You just need to listen to one, without accidentally 

sitting on the transmit button for the duration of a race. 

Starts can be fraught.  People may be misaligned, may be taking different lines, or may be too close together (as a 

day progresses start umpires tend to have less patience about getting a start line in perfect order).  It’s very easy to 

have oar clashes at the start of a race.  These are almost always just racing incidents with no particular blame to be 

attached to anyone but be aware.  We don’t want oar clashes or collisions, so sometimes you may just have to stop 

or give way and then concentrate on the rest of the race. 

It always important to remember that the cox is in charge of the boat.  You need to tell the crew what to do and they 

need to do what you tell them.  If there’s a clash of blades the automatic reaction of the side of the boat clashing is 

to ease off or stop rowing.  But if they do that, and the other side keep rowing, it just brings the boats together.  If 

it’s just a blade clash the best thing is to have the other side of the crew ease off and steer out. If it’s more than 

blades and the shafts are clashing, stop rowing.  In any event the cox needs to give clear instruction as to what they 

want. 

RACES 

As previously noted there are quite a variety of races, but we’ll concentrate on general types in order of complexity 

for a cox. 

SPRINTS: a straight line race from start to finish.  There may be challenges depending on the start, as described 

above, but as a race they’re pretty straightforward for the cox.  There can be a risk of coming together or oar clashes 

as people can take different lines or be confused about where they should be heading.  If you need water call for it, if 

you can give water oblige.  Always be aware how quickly boats can come together: if you’re close alongside another 

boat you should be looking every few seconds at your blades and adjusting course if required. Other than that, the 

cox’s role is largely as a coach: encouraging the crew, making tactical calls, deciding when to push etc. 

“WORLD’S”: a race in lanes, back and forth, with an individual buoy turn.  Similar to sprints with the complication of 

a turn.  Turns need to be practiced in crews, not least because no turn is ever the same.  Wind/tide can massively 

change what happens so turns are always dynamic. The cox has to count the crew both in and out and has to make 

calls in an instant. Always remember that a boat coming out of a turn has priority over one entering, so if you’re at 

risk of impeding a leading boat you need to stop or get out of the way.  Other than that, as with sprints, the cox’s 

role is largely as a coach: encouraging the crew, making tactical calls, deciding when to push etc. 

“SINGLE BUOY TURN”:  with single buoy turns the cox’s role changes significantly.  Whilst the previous races may 

involve tactics, as soon as you get into single buoy turns you need strategies, and you need to change them during a 

race: can I get ahead of the boat inside, should I drop behind, are there gaps, are boats behind me trying to get an 

inside overlap? In these races, a cox that just concentrates on their own boat and looks ahead is a liability. You need 

to make decisions during the race that can make the difference between the success and failure. Also a cox in this 

situation may have to downplay their coaching role for the crew, if only at times, as they have other things to be 

worrying about.  In these races the risks of incidents or collisions dramatically increase, and an understanding of the 

rules of racing are vital (see end notes).  In terms of self-esteem these races offer a cox the greatest risk, but also the 

greatest reward.  Novice race coxes probably shouldn’t attempt single buoy turn races until they’ve gained some 

other race experience. 

There are other types of races, and variations on the above, but that covers what you’ll most commonly face.   

  



FINISHES 

There’s not much to say on this topic apart from always row past the finish, maybe only 2 or 3 strokes, but you never 

want to drop a place because you finished early.  So keep ‘gently encouraging’ your crew till you’re absolutely sure 

you’ve crossed the line.  Also, show respect to other crews. There are situations where it’s not possible to hang 

about on the finish line and you have to proceed to shore, but never row onto the raceway whilst other boats have 

yet to finish, regardless of whether you’re in their way or not. If practical, wait at the finish and welcome the last 

boat home. 

CONCLUSION 

Race coxing requires certain skills, but what’s exactly needed varies.  The basics are boat control, commands, 

awareness in a race situation, and knowledge of the racing rules. Although there is some overlap, the skills and 

experience required to be a race cox are not an exact match with the skills and experience required to be a captain. 

For that reason, we have separate competency checklists for each, and a race cox does not have to be a captain (and 

nor will every captain want to be a race cox).  For those interested in trying race coxing just say so and we’ll find a 

way of introduction.  Most, if not all, of the “experienced” Eastern coxes had never been in a rowing boat until 

discovering Scottish Coastal Rowing. We learnt through trial and error, so can maybe help others avoid the mistakes 

we’ve made. 

And always remember that Scottish Coastal Rowing is fun.  Try to not get worked up or upset about whatever 

happens.  Try not to sin, and don’t dwell if sinned against. Relax. Remain calm. All is well.  



BASIC RACING RULES 

The SCRA website has the Rules of Racing and Shared 

Buoy Turn Guidance that coxes should be familiar with.  

The following is more a discussion around some of 

those rules. 

 
BUOY TURNS 
 
Single buoy turns are less common in races than they 

once were, largely due to the chaos that can ensue, but 

it’s important to understand the rules around them. 

The picture to the right shows two skiff reaching the 3 

boat length mark from the buoy: who has right of way? 

• The boat on the outside? 

• The boat on the inside? 

• There’s insufficient information to tell? 

I would argue the latter: there’s insufficient information 

to tell. 

However, realistically, if there were a Race Umpire 

calling priority they’d almost certainly call it for the 

boat on the inside.  And since an umpire’s decision on 

such circumstances is always final, the outside boat 

would have to give way. 

The reason the inside boat would almost certainly be 

given priority is the “3 boat length rule”, shown below. 

 

8.4 Races where more than one boat uses the same turning mark  
 
8.4.1 In races where more than one boat is using the same turning buoy the following international rule is adopted for rounding 
of a turning mark:  

A zone measured as 3 boat lengths (of the boat involved) before a course turning marker and 2 boat lengths after the turning 
marker shall be the “Turning Zone” (Where boats of different lengths are approaching or are in the Turning Zone “boat length”  
shall mean the length of the longer boat involved). When two boats are within the Turning Zone, and the bow of one boat is 
ahead of the coxswain of the other boat (or of the rower seated nearest the stern in the case of coxless boats), the outside boat 
must give way during the turn. The outside boat is the one that is on the outside of the turn. A boat which does not give way or 
which interferes in any other way with another boat when passing a buoy or marker may be penalised by the Umpire.  
 
8.4.2 Following boats on the outside of the turn may continue to overtake. If a leading boat takes a wide turn the following boat 
may turn inside the leader but the onus remains on the following boat to avoid contact.  
 
8.4.3 The give way boat at three boat lengths before the mark must continue to give way until the boats have left the turning 
zone. An umpire may give orders or a decision as to which boat has priority from three lengths. That decision is final, not subject 
to appeal and must be observed immediately and for the whole time that the boats subject to the decision remain in the turning 
zone.  
 

A Race Umpire, trying to call priority as a succession of boats reach the 3-boat length mark, is only going to be able 

to assess whether there’s an overlap, and who’s on the inside/outside.  That’s why they’d almost certainly call it for 

the inside boat.  However, the reason I’d suggest there’s insufficient information to tell, is that there’s more than 

just the “3 boat length rule”, and how the boats got into their respective positions is also relevant.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cPEgoxxbfKgV1YKSsts4buW2PVNejdGQi91PVC5YtZo/edit
http://scottishcoastalrowing.org/2015/07/02/single-buoy-turns-rules-and-etiquette-reminder/
http://scottishcoastalrowing.org/2015/07/02/single-buoy-turns-rules-and-etiquette-reminder/


 

Consider the boats approaching the 3 boat length mark. 

One possible scenario is shown on the right: 2 boats taking 

different racing lines and converging as they near the buoy. 

Neither boat is doing anything wrong.  They’re both entitled 

to take a racing line.  As they converge at some point there 

may be a risk of oar clashes, and if you look back at the first 

picture you can see the oars are overlapping. 

There’s not actually anything in the rules about who has 

priority if boats converge in open racing: the rules are only 

explicit about priority set at the 3 boat length mark.   

However, both boats have a duty to avoid clashes or impeding 

another boat. So they should adjust their line if they can, or 

call for water if that’s not realistic or possible.   

In any event, once they reach the 3 boat length mark priority 

will quite rightly be given to the inside boat: they have an 

overlap and they’ve done nothing wrong.  The outside boat 

should give way and keep clear. 

But there’s another scenario for how the boats approached 

the buoy. 

 

 

 

Here we have the two skiffs approaching the mark, but 

instead of converging, the outside boat is clearly ahead: 

there’s clear water between the boats. 

In this scenario what happens between this position and the 3 

boat length mark is that the inside boat a makes a big push 

and attains an overlap.  However, this brings another rule into 

consideration as that kind of manoeuvre is actually an 

overtaking manoeuvre. 

8.3 Overtaking boats must keep clear of the boat being overtaken. 

The overtaking crew must ensure that their oars do not overlap with 

the oars of the boat being overtaken. This also applies to boats 

attempting to obtain an overlap on the inside in the approach to a 

turn. The overtaking manoeuvre is not complete until the overtaking 

boat has a full boat length clear water on the boat being overtaken.  

(emphasis added) 

Going back to the very first picture, with the oars overlapping, 

if this is how the inside boat got an overlap they’re clearly in 

the wrong.  They’ve not kept clear of the boat in front and 

have instead rowed into their oars.  They’ve performed an 

illegal overtaking manoeuvre.  They may well be given priority 

at the time, but they might not be so lucky should any protest 

be lodged after the race.   



So it’s not simply a question of getting an overlap, how you 

achieve that overlap also matters. 

Which brings us to a bad kind of coxing. 

You will get coxes who try to achieve this kind of overlap from 

behind: they’ll push their crews right to the mark, desperate to 

get the tiniest overlap and then claim right of way.   

But this kind of overlap is a very bad kind of overlap. 

Firstly the 3 boat length point is rarely marked, and there aren’t 

always umpires to make a call.  The cox in front may have a 

different opinion on when the point was reached and who has 

priority. 

Secondly, although this picture just shows the two skiffs, there 

may be many more arriving at the buoy, and the boat in front 

may be severely constrained in how they can manoeuvre: there 

may be a boat to their outside, or the following boat may only 

have achieved an overlap because the boat in front has had to 

slow due to a turning boat ahead.  In such circumstances claims 

of priority may not be practical. 

And lastly, and most importantly, this kind of overlap is just 

dangerous.   

If the lead boat insists on right of way and turns into the buoy, 

the following boat will crash into them. 

If the lead boat bears away (and all turns slow the boat) there’s a real risk of the oars clashing with the following 

boat. 

If the lead boat maintains their line and doesn’t turn into the buoy, then as the following boat turns their bow oar 

stands a fair chance of decapitating the cox in the leading boat. 

To be fair, a cox could find themselves in the position of the following boat through no fault of their own: it could be 

that the lead boat has moved across in front.  But if you find yourself in the position of the following boat 

approaching a buoy turn, even if the lead boat is at fault, your priority is avoiding a collision which realistically means 

easing off and giving way. 

The safest and most sensible approach when there’s a single buoy turn is to race towards the buoy, then as you 

approach the 3 boat length mark, accept where you are.  If a boat is clearly in front of you, as in the picture above, 

even if you have an overlap, ease off.  Proceed round the buoy as safely as you can, then once you’re round start 

racing again.  When people go full pelt into the buoy, that’s when they start crashing into boats ahead who are 

turning and slowing, or who have no room to manoeuvre themselves. Remember another rule: 

8.7 If the hulls of two boats collide during the course of a race, the presumption is that the safety of the crews is being 

compromised, and that disqualification of one or both crews should occur.ff 

The first priority is safety, so do your best to avoid crashing into anyone, and try not to do anything that makes 

someone else crash into you.  Sometimes that’s not possible.  There are situations where you might find yourself 

with no options as to what to do.  If an incident is your fault, apologise straightaway and accept any consequences.  

If you think it’s somebody else’s fault, then wait till you’re ashore and talk it over with teammates.  Some things are 

worth a protest and some aren’t, although any actual collisions are to be reported to the race umpire. 


